Climate Change & Madera Canyon

For years now, Arizona has been in a historic drought. Generally, not as much rain falls during
the year as it used to in the past. Our climate is changing and making Arizona a warmer and
drier place to live. In the Arizona Sky Island mountain ranges, life zones and plant communities
are shifting and changing elevation as a result. Research shows that already isolated mountain
plants and animals are transitioning to cooler/moister higher elevations in an attempt to cope
with the changing environment.
The Monsoon is a crucial element of the natural weather and life cycles of Arizona- a ‘bi-modal
system’ with both winter/spring and summer precipitation. Plants and animals of Madera
Canyon, Sky Islands and Sonoran Desert are adapted to life with a summer Monsoon rainy
season. They depend on it to live and survive the year. But with the climate, the Monsoon is
changing and not as reliable as in the past. Some years the Monsoon is still strong and brings
sufficient rain. More often recently, the Monsoon is weaker and resulting precipitation is more
scattered or not enough.
As we go into the future, how will a changing climate change Arizona? How will climate changes
effect the Monsoon? If future Monsoons do not bring reliable rain to Arizona, how will natural
habitats and the organisms that live there be effected? What if the Monsoon cycle disappears
all together? Predicting the future can be difficult and uncertain. 2020 was one of the driest
Monsoons on record; very little rain fell in the Sky Islands. 2021, was one of the best- lots of
rain fell in Madera Canyon and much of Arizona. But sometimes the storms were severe- too
intense and the flooding rain was damaging! What will the future bring next year? In the next
decade? In the next century?
Climate research and comparative tree ring analysis indicates that Arizona will likely continue to
get hotter and drier. Climate change may also cause Monsoon thunderstorms that do develop
to be more intense and dangerous. These changes will make life more stressful for our wild
plants and animals to survive in the mountains and surrounding desert. It means a greater
chance of wildfires in our mountains. It also means hotter conditions and less water for Arizona
people, towns and agriculture.
Climate changes need to be monitored closely, as well as the effects these changes have on the
environment. We need to carefully plan and prepare for the future. We need innovative

thinking to find and implement intervention/mitigation solutions as soon as possible. On a
personal level, the situation can seem overwhelming, but there are positive steps each of us
can take to help, promote positive change and generate hope. Start a movement; it happens
one step at a time!
Here are just a few ideas on what you, your family and your friends can do to help:
1) Practice ‘Leave No Trace’ hiking, camping & picnicking; be very careful with fire!
2) Be gentle/careful with habitat, plants & animals; do NOT collect plants or animals
3) Use only reusable water bottles; reduce plastic
4) Join & donate to conservation organizations, particularly effective local non-profits
5) Volunteer for community service, education, cleanup & restoration projects
6) Educate yourself, family & friends on issues; be sure to vote
7) Reduce, reuse & recycle; try to use less
8) Conserve water
9) Plant native trees & plants; start a pollinator garden/landscape at home
10) Eliminate toxic pesticides & other chemicals in or around your home
Buy & use environmentally-friendly alternatives
11) Choose/buy sustainable foods & products; buy local when possible
Eliminate or minimize plastic shopping bags & one-time-use plastic packaging
12) Reduce unnecessary driving; carpool when possible
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